Sequence similarities of protein kinase peptide substrates and inhibitors: comparison of their primary structures with immunoglobulin repeats.
Forty original sequences of peptide substrates and inhibitors of protein kinases and phosphatases were aligned in a chain matrix without artificial gaps. Fifteen protein kinase peptide substrates and inhibitors (PKSI peptides) contained a common dipeptide ArgArg and also additional important tetra-, tri- and dipeptide homologies. Three further peptide substrates were significantly similar to these peptides but lacked the ArgArg dipeptide. Sequence comparison of individual PKSI peptides revealed probabilistically restricted consensus sequence--PKSI motif--comprising 8 homologous and 13 non-randomly distributed amino acids without considering mutation analysis. This template motif was compared with the consensus sequences of 12 different immunoglobulin domains. In 11 of 12 these domains, the starts of homologous segments were found at nearly the same domain related sites, beginning with serine. A single-triplet mutation of any of the first two triplet bases that encode equally localized amino acids in each of the two sequence sets (PKSI and Ig) revealed additional homologies with the other set. A primary derived motif version composed of 9 homologous and seven non-randomly distributed amino acids was consequently established by its feedback projection into the original sequence sets. This procedure yielded a second preliminary motif version (revised motif) formed by a sequence of 9 homologous amino acids and two non-randomly distributed amino acids. In addition, three shorter oligopeptide motifs called important stereotypes were derived, based on repeated homology between Ig chains and the revised motif. The most extensive similarities in terms of these stereotypes occurred in the CH2 and CH4 domains of Ig peptides, and inhibitors of cAMP dependent protein kinase and protein kinase A. Further comparisons based on a reference sequence set arranged with the aid of feedback projection revealed a lower similarity between variable Ig chains reflected in a decreased number of homologous amino acids. Two final motif versions, FMC and FMV, were found in two different subsets of constant and variable Ig chains, respectively. FMC was composed of seven homologous and one non-randomly distributed amino acids forming the dispersed structure STLR(C)LVSD, whereas 6 homologous and one questionable amino acid constituted FMV. Only CH4 and CH1 domain segments contained all five high-incidence amino acids, which represented a higher level of similarity than homologous amino acids of all preliminary and final motifs. Four such amino acids were present also in three PKSI peptides. All similarities described here occur in domain segments positionally overlapping with the CDR1 region of variable chains. The results are discussed in terms of immunoglobulin evolution, the position of Fc receptor binding sites and degeneration or mutability of the triplets of motif-constituting amino acids.